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FRANK G. DAVIS

Crossing the Border

The authoritarian command by a uniformed policeman to
"Giv,e me your papers" is not only alien to me, but disconcerting. I
reallze that Americans carry drivers licenses, credit cards,
associ ation membership cards and the like, but we do not think of
them as "papers." When one travels throughout this vast countr y, one
almos t never thinks of the "papers" he wiil take with him. Moreover,
one virtually has no fearful thoughts about being without his "papers."
A hotel clerk asks for a credit car d, upon registration , for monetary
re asons only; he could not possibly care about the patron personally;
he only wants to insure payment. And, it doe s not cross the mind of
the patron that the information is for any other purpose or will be
used except for guarantee of payment.
Who I am is self-evident. My absolute rights to be where
I am and come and go as I please is so profoundly clear to me that I
am startled when that is even questioned.
However when one has gone through the necessary
mental adjustment
recognize that unless one obtains a passport he
not
be
able
to
leave
the country, and has done the nebcessar y
'II
wi
,
h
th t "paper"
ecornes
bureaucratic rigamarole to get 1t, ,t en I a f h b't makes the
important. Perhaps the more OppOSit~ po e 0
ai, '
carrying of papers consciously more , i,mportant tha~ ,tf it were
habitual. Thus, when the uniformed officlal commands Glve me your
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papers," I feel threatened and defensively pull back, knowing I will
have to surrender that all-important identifica tion of my life to a
stranger and perhaps a hostile one at that.
So much for reasonable paranoia.
understand the
European system; its reports, police required hotel registrations,
etcetera, and can manage to give the precious passport to a friendly
hotel clerk who simply wants to complete these forms so that he can
rent the room he wants to rent and my wife a nd I can occupy that
room.
But when the Austrian trave l agent tells me I must
surrender my passport to a Hungarian official for two days prior to
crossing the border to visit Budapest and I will only get it back when I
do cross the border to have it confiscated again until I reboard the
controlled conducted tour bus to leave the country, my paranoia is
not as reasonably controlled.
Yet those are the rules of the ga me and we wanted to
play the game. So the passports were relinquished and the fees paid.
That was on Wednesday and the tour was to leave at six thirty a.m.
on Saturday. For the intervening days in Vienna I was a man without
a passport. A t every turn there was danger: what would happen in
the event of a traffic accident; what about cashing travelers' checks
at a bank; what would happen if one of us became ill; the list was
limited only by imagination. Not surprisingly, nothing happened to
occasion any of those dire confrontations and Saturday arrived just as
it usually does in its appointed time of the week.
As usual also were the delays and snafu attendant to the
gathering together the desperate and unorganized elements of a
regular but casual tour. There are tours planned well in advance with
manifests and lists and names and so forth; there are also regular
tours on a weekly "come as you can" basis which must be organized
ad hoc. In fact, the multilingual and genial guide did not figure out
until afternoon that there were only English and Spanish speaking
people on the bus and so for almost half a day we got to hear the
commentary in German as well as English and Spanish.
Once on the bus and on our way out of Vienna toward
Budapest the inevitable settling in began. We started to think about

k'

illS

t aJ;d the status of Hungary; the Maygars and their c.ulture; the
ory
. h twas lying way to plams and the

changing countrYSl~e t athing
Iron Curtain block control.
very

gradually

h~d

been arranged so far as
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facilit ies were concerned. Hotel, meals, tour and guides were all set
and we would have a threc- or four-hour free period to walk the
streets of Budapest on Saturday afternoon.
Our primary vacation had started at Frankfort. We had
driv en our rented car from there through Bardon; Wintenberg along
the Romantic Road from Rotenburg to Ulm over to Munich and
through Salzberg to Vienna via the lake district of Austria. All quite
interesting and generally beautiful scenery with regional towns and
sights alon g the way. Throughout there had al ways been friendly,
always in viting, always warm and gracious welcomes and reception.
Somehow the mood on the bus began to wain from open
vacation mood to a more somber attitude as we got further out of
Vlenna and approached Hungary. As we came in sight of the actual
border, we could see the barbed-wire barrier stretching on either side
of the road with watchtowers at quartermile intervals as far as we
could see across the plains. There was only the one maIn road slicing
through these plains and it lead inexorably to the border crossing.
I have crossed a number of borders, but it has always been
rather similar to going over a rallroad crossing or into an automated
parking lot. There is the ubiquitous wooden, black or red and white
striped bar that is clearly a signal but in no way a barrier. The
routine is to stop, wait for the border guard to peer into the car and
perhaps ask to see one's passpo rt. Then you are waved on and that is
tha t. This was different. The bus slowed on the approach and then
cam e to a halt. We were sitting near the back, but we were able to
see that the border was not guarded by a simple wooden gate.
Instead, there was a telephone-pole diameter steel and concrete
barrier, counterbalanced by a huge concrete weight that rested
between steel and concrete arms on either side of the road. We later
read that it would withstand a semi-trailer truck onslaught trying to
crash through it. The rumor was that it was tank proof, but I really
do not know about that. It did look that formidable, however.
When the barrier was raised to let us in - - we were in a
line of vehicles -- we crawled our way into a large open parking lot
where we were to wait for the customs officials. As we made our
way to our parking place, we passed regularly placed guard~ost and
patrolling uniformed soldiers, all carrying machine guns, pl~tols or
carbines. They were not a jovial smiling group. The countrysIde was
changed, it was drab if not barren. The flower boxe~ we had seen for
the past two and a half weeks in Ge rmany and Austria were nowhe re
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to be seen. The well-tended fields were not on either side of the
road. Instead, hori zon to horizon were communal fields without
fences and only marginally plowed or kept. It was, in real life, the
reverse of that fanciful cinematography technique so effectiy used in
the "Wizard of Oz." Instead of going from black and white to
Technicolor, we went from Technicolor to black and white -- drab,
plain, somber and ominous.
I want to say here that I may be mistaken about these
observations.
There are some things about which the factual
accuracy is altered by the emotional impact. A photographically
correct rendering of the ceillng of the Sis tine Chapel is a poor
imitation of the emotional explosion one has when one actually sees
it.
The same may be true of this crossing.
The impact was
everything. The impression was the reality.
I was on longer free. I was in an alien, not a foreign,
country. My life and, in many ways that were more important, my
wife's life, was not its own. The aura made one face that one's life
was in the hands of people different from myself and my accustomed
life. It was not that the language or the culture or the history were
different, it was that the entire atmosphere was alien.

Free versus controlled; ranging opposed to fenced; at ease
to express one's self in facing requirement to be guarded about
private ideas that might land one in a manacle.
Perhaps this is too dramatic, even unnecessary, given the
international relationships and the Communist block's desire for hard
currency. Clearly inaccurate as to this particular trip because it
proved smooth and pleasant and informative.
But in the reality of the mind, where most of us live,
when I crossed tha t border I crossed a border between freedom as I
knew it into a void that vividly made me aware that what was usually
taken for granted as to how I wanted to live and how incalculably
fortunate I was to be able to do so was in fact not simply a given. I
was greatly relieved when we crossed the other way.

D. Marc Routt
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Poems Written for Various Occasions
Now, Thompson is a highland name.
T'was used by the Pretender.
And Stuart sure is better yet
all pipers know its splendor. '
For royal Stuart is the plaid
regardless of the clan.
When Pipers altogether ge t
upon the Isle of Mann,
and if there is a grander thing
than pipes and drums resounding.
T'is thrilling voice of Highland's maid
throughout the glen at gloaming.
So, here's to Margaret, Scotland's child,
whose golden tones so strong and loud,
Recall the days when Scotland's might
and northern clans went out to fight
and then returning to the hall
where firelight gleamed upon the wall,
Lis't to the voice of Highland maid
sing their proud anthem "Scotland the Brave."

* ** **
Of all the creatures great and small
It does not swim the ocean deep.
It is not kept within the hall
Or bark with voice so loud and strong,
Nor music make with trilling song.
It wears its house upon its back
And takes it with it as it goes
To nibble on a rambling rose.
Its shape is round and also straight
Its house within is curved and dark
But outwardly it shines and glows.
It travels in a manner strong
Much like the snake but not the same.
Related to the mussel clan
It also can come within a c an
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And how dear many brave and sweet
Who loves delicious things to eat.
The mystery we must unveil
We're writing of the gourmet snail.

-II- -II- -II-

* *"

Virginia is fair as the month of May,
John is August, warm and strong.
No wonder fifty doesn't seem long.
Why just yesterday at Claybanks pool,
He and Hea ther played hooky from school.
Vi rginia's daughters learned her grace,
and John Jr. from his father learned
an attentive face.
John and Virginia may thp.y always be
one in loving harmony.

You're saucy and bouncy all the time
And love to lead and laugh
And climb to heights of happiness sublime
And share with others all that's fine.
Gladys to you we owe a debt
Which sometimes we may all forget
But always in our hearts you'll be
Even to eternity.
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To Alice
Upon a rise or gentle slope
With gables deep and plume of smoke,
The house of Alice nestles there
Am ong the trees now dark and bare
But hedged with shades of evergreen
And trimmed with blue of heaven's sheen.
ow all within is spick and span
From shining post to gleaming pan.
An d Alice slim and straight and fine
Yet gentle as the clinging vine
Brings life and love and kindness too
Within the house that's trimmed in blue.
So here's for Allce something sweet
And trim and blue and quite complete
To put beside her window seat.

*****
This lady fair with talent great
Can paint a portrait rich and true,
Or plan a meeting and see it through
To marvelous success.
She has attraction for the men,
Even the police chief calls her friend.
When special problems come our way,
Alberta will find a means to
Clear them up in record time
While looking like a Valentine.

*****
When winter's blast destroyed the tree
which graced our Circle
with bright foliage
of green and russet,
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it seemed most fitting that
a little tree we plant for thee
in honor of your ninetieth summer.
Through all the years
your friendship true
has brought hope and joy
to all you know.
Our wish for you is
many years of happy springs
and blossoms white
and may the Bradford Pear
complete the scene
of mornings when you're
waking from your dreams.

*****
Al though we know tha t cotton's cool
And to the Northern Climes you go,
We thought occasions might arise
When cotton might be pleasing
to the eyes.
Our son's dear wife to him has
worth beyond his life.
To her his parents too feel near
and wish to add to winter's cheer
this bonnet warm and scarf
to match of wool from out some
highland glen.
Tho's finely woven, t'1s warm as
toast and will protect her
from the blasts of winter winds.

*****
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, .
A party in three-quarter ~ t1m~
To Ginny and Bob sounds Just fine.
So Galbraiths two
You may be sure
will on December 26th
from five to nine
A t the Queen City Club appear
Come rain or shine.

*****
Epilogue
T'is said whom the gods would destroy
They first make mad
And Byron was flighty to say the least
But he who would read such doggerel here
Is mad as the proverbial March hare
It only waits from him to go
Whether up or down we do not know
But surely if the saying is true
It will be at least one of the two.

Robert M. Galbral th
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The Chicken Little Syndrome

I cannot claim to have invented the title to this paper:
"The Chicken Little Syndrome," but I do not remember where I heard
or read it, so I cannot acknowledge my source.
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"Syndrome" has been bandied a bout so loosely in recent
years that almost any tendency, habit, tic or peculiarity is popularly
dignified as a syndrome.
I dislike the misuse of technical terms.
The most
compact definition J could turn up in a layman's dictionary is:
"Syndrome:
A group of concurrent sy mptoms characterizing a
disease." I consulted Fowler for a few bi ting comments 011 the abuse
of syndrome, but my volume of A Dictiona ry of Modern English Usage
does not include syndrome at all. The popularity of the word seems
to have arisen post-Fowler.

In the further interest of strict accuracy, I must report
that I was told by staff persons of the public library that their version
of the story concerns not Chicken Little, but Henny Penny. She, as
you may remember, was struck on the head by an acorn, deduced that
the sky was fa11ing and zinged off to report to the king. In route, she
picked up Ducky Hooky, Cocky Lockey and an assortment of flakey
characters, all of whom were conducted by one Foxy Loxy through a
short cut from which they never returned. I feel honor bound to
report all this, because I, as well as a number of my contemporaries
and the unknown coiner of the term "Chicken Ll ttle Syndrome," all
believe that it was Chicken Little who started the ruckus. So while
some purists might hold out for the "Henny Penny Syndrome," or the
"Goosey Loose y Syndrome" or whatever, I will go with Chicken Little
as the one most likely to catch your attention.
We may conclude from the evidence that the "Chicken
Little Syndrome" is a group of concurrent symptoms characterizing
Chicken Little's disease. (I note that diseases are frequently named
for the person who identified a disease of condition. In this case, of
course, the chicken is the victim of the disea se, not the discoverer.)
The primary symptom is nn obtuse refusal to examine carefully a
factual situation or event. Next is a compulsion to extrapolate
sweeping conclusions from inadequate observa tions. Accompanying
these is an obsessive pessimism causing instant terror of the new and
unfamiliar plus an exhibitionistic bent reqUiring the broadcast of the
bad news, 'and frequently a craving on the part of the bearer to rise
to a position of a uthority.
As the Earl of Oxford would say:
"Vaulting ambition which o'er leaps itself and falls on the other."
(side) This leads back to a bull-headed obsession with the perc~ived
problem 7 refusal to accept contrary eviden ce, and the behavlOra.1
circle is closed. It does appear that only a Foxy Loxy can break a
pa ttern like tha t.
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The disease is contagious, as witness its preCIpitous
spread from Chicken Little to Henny Penny, Cocky Lockey, Goosey
LO,o sey, et ala Foxy Loxy, being a hard-headed opportunist, was
eVldently immune. Whether the king was at risk we shall never know.
Chicken Little types include, but are not limited to, the
follow ing:
1.

Ordinary citizens being interviewed by television's
microphone-shovers;

2.

Actors who have pldyed roles involving them in
sky-failings
and
have
thereby
become
self-appointed experts;

3.

Speakers for movements deploring the atom or
radon or asbestos or whatever, who by definition
work only one side of the street; and

4.

Experts in Field A who wander into Field B where
they are not qualified for sky-watching.

James Kir, Jr., a newsman in Springfield, Illinois, sums it
up neatly: "The risks of being educated by people who don't know
what they are talking about are obvious."
In recent years, we have been beset by a gaggle of
Chicken Littles, each exhibiting most of the symptoms noted above.
The U.F .0. people were the first in the field after World War II, but
the element of fear and panic was so repressed that one might
challenge the U.F .0. people's right to the syndrome.
The nuclear fission-probes are classic Chicken Littles.
Granted that the BOMB itself is something more menacing than an
acorn, and that the sky may be in real danger of falling, the
simplistic cure -- attacking and ridiculing the American armed
forces -- is tantamount to running to tell the king. The nuke-probe s
are not balanced or logical in their reactions; they yell at the nearest
whipping boy, in the hope that banning the bomb in the United States
will somehow get the genie back in the bottle.
Growing out of the bomb is the extended nuclear hysteria
which closed down power plants which before Chernobyl had yet to
kill or seriously damage their first victim. The refusal to consider
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that reprocessing, glassification and the procedures following in
France, for example, reduce the waste problem to a minimum is also
classic chi c ken.

Similarly, our local Fernald has allegedly been

spewing out fatal poisons for two gen~rations, but excep.t for a very
few "possibles," some of whom are likely psychosomatics, no real
harm has been proved.

A friend of mine, who knows more about

these things than the average chicken, t e lls me that the Fernald
fallout is comparatively harmless, and being exceedingly heavy, does
not travel far in any event. "But," cries Chicken Little, "even if the
sky isn't falling, the ground water is probably contaminated." And off
he goes again to tell the king.
It strikes me that the Chicken Little Syndrome across the
whole spectrum of radioactivity has a medieval quality; terror of the
unknown, willingness to accept the worst-case outcomes as most
llkely, a proliferation of self-appointed experts and then the whole
gaggle is off to see the king. (Incidentally, the idea that the king
could do anything about any of this is the most medieval of all.)
During the question period at a local lecture by a state
department representative, one of our prominent Chlcken Littles
opined that the Zimmer Nuclear Plant should never be built because
in the event of nuclear attack a bomb dropped on a nuclear plant
would be doubly fatal. This is one more item of evidence for my late
friend Dick Thayer's maxim that there are more horse's behinds in the
world than there are horses.
Closing down nuclear power plants brings on a whole new
team of Chicken Littles determined to put a stop to the use of
hydrocarbons as fuels. "The add rain is falling. We must run and tell
the king." Here again the chickens have a good point. A very good
point. .scrubbers may do part of the job, but the great amorphous
gobs of nondegradable junk scrubbed out of the smoke stacks are a
problem in their own right. How much atte ntion has been paid to a
program in, I believe, Sweden for neutralizing hydrocarbon emissions
with lime? The point is that we are better a dvised to continue
l ~oking for practical answers to pollution problems than to get the
king to shut down whole industries.
.

The most plausible competitor fo r bringing down the sky
the so-called greenhouse effect, whereby petrochemical
bypro ducts are conspiring to wrap the ear th in a heat-retaining
atmosphere, thus bringing on countless disas ters. This is one I worry
IS

about a lot. Where, though, are the Chicken Littles wanting to shut
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down all coal and oil burners, including the jet aircraft which spread
exhaust all over the sky?
If we could just replace the petrochemical power plants
with good clean properly bullt nuclear fission an~ ev.e ntually fusion
plants, we would have the chickens runn ing around tn clrcles.
Egged on by the real, but not i~soluable, proble.ms
connected with our power sources, flocks of chIckens are reportmg
some other fascinating sky-fallings. In the Richmond, Kentucky,
area in March of 1985, residents were battling the Bl~e Grass Army
Depot, which was threatening them with nerve gas. This bred repor~s
of overflights by Soviet bombers and other odd occurrences. Now, m
the summer of 1986, the army wants to incinerate the Richmond
stockpile of nerve gas, which has the Richmond chickens more
panicky then ever. Maybe they have good reasons. Presumably, they
expect to be gassed by the smoke. Remember the lower Price Hill
liquid waste incinerator?
Benzine, which like most other substances may cause
cancer, used to be in every household as a cleaning substance subject
to suitable warnings on the labels. Now it cannot even be transported
through town.
PCB's, said by some to be an inert and comparatively
harmless substance, have turned up in striped bass. New York's
Chicken Littles have run off to tell the king, and Governor Cuomo
has been under pressure to close down striped bass fishing. Here is
one, by the way, where the king could hold up the sky. I do not know
whether he ever did. In passing, one is reminded of the mercury
found in swordfish a few years ago. Whatever happened to that one?
Coffee probably contains cholesterol (a dirty word these
days), but, of course, it contains all sorts of other nasty things.
Somebody the other day reported that pepper has salt in it but
nobody has been inspired to run off to the king with that news --' yet.
Since skyscrapers have been built around Fountain Square,
there ~re areas where the winds have become almost risky for
pedestrlans. Some Chicken Littles have used disastrous winds as an
argument against building another skyscraper at Fifth and Vine -upwind from the square and presumably more likely to cause damage
at higher levels. These fellows are probably from the pro-Albee
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group who tried to block the First National Bank Complex because it
would cast a shadow on Fountain Square in the winter time.
There are lots of other panic item s, like asbestos, which
presumably must have slain untold thousands before the proper
diagnosis was made. The greatest Henny Penny in this case was the
lady doctor who appeared on "AU Things Con sidered" to tell the king
that trace!> of a!>be!>tu!> had been fuund ill the lungs uf newborn babies.
Asbestos, like radon, seems to be pretty common in the environment.
The re are fifty thousand asbestos particles per quart in the Baltimore
drinking water. Radon is c ollecting in our air tight homes.
What all this boils down to is tha t the modern world has
numerous hazards: pollution in the atmosphere, in the earth and in
the water; the management of nuclear fission; the proliferation of
various diseases for various reasons; epidemic and endemic
starvation, et cetera, et cetera.
The demand for a zero-risk
environment has brought down a whole shower of acorns on the
Chicken Littles who are afflicted by the syndrorne. Mo!>t of the
perceived hazards are manageable one way or another, many are
being managed already and few, if any, cal1 for self-destructive
panic.
Consi der ing that in spite of all t hese dire threats to
civilization the world population is 11 terally exploding. It is appalling
to think where we will be if and when the death rate is drastically
reduced. The acorn of uncontrolled population growth having bopped
~ on the head, I, Chicken Little, am now off to tell the king.

Frank C. Davi s

